WOOTTON MANOR ESTATE RWO/199
Third response to Open Spaces Society (Mr Smith) claim for a right of way on
Wootton Back Drive
Statement by Dr Nicola Bannister
My Name is Dr Nicola Rosemary Bannister I am a Landscape Archaeologist and an
Associate Member of the Chartered Institute of Archaeology.
I have over 30 years experience in surveying and recording Hedgerows and Boundaries
across England and over 25 years experience as a Landscape Archaeologist.
My doctorate from the University of London researched the effects of different management
regimes on hedgerows, and I have corresponded over the years with Dr Max Hooper, Dr
Ernest Pollard and Dr Peter Brandon all who have researched and published on the subject
of field boundaries.
Recent work includes working with Historic England and the High Weald AONB on the
development of a “Fieldscapes Assessment Methodology and Character Statement for the
High Weald”, now published on the High Weald AONB web site.
http://highweald.org/downloads/publications
I am also co-author of the Ancient Woodland Inventory Handbook for England recent
published by Natural England on their publications website.
http://Publications.naturalengland.org.uk/publication/4876500800634880
My skills in Landscape Archaeology include the interpretation of ancient texts and maps as
well as understanding the interventions made by man in the landscape.
I am clear that the Field Books which I have reviewed describe land use as not legal status
and that this is the correct interpretation of the notations found therein.
Mr Smith has placed evidential value on notations which is in my opinion misplaced.
For example I refer to the following references which demonstrate the point:
OS Field Book Field References 1876 Folkington [Source ESRO]
23 = Road
24 = Wood
25 = Pasture
26 = Wood
27 = Road
80 = Wood
70 = Pasture & Pond
OS Field Book References Jevington
14 = Wood (Oggs Lane Bridleway)
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25 Pasture
28 Pasture, furze etc.

23 Road

22 Wood & Road
(Folkington)

80 Wood

26 Wood
14 Wood

27 Road

70 Pasture & Pond

Ordnance Survey 25” 1st Edition of the area of Gorselands and the Hide, south of Nate
Wood with itemised areas annotated with field entries.
Item 27 I would argue is a track through the woods used to access Gorselands and Nate
Wood from the Hide and from Wootton. I do not believe that it was used as a public highway.
The OS record landscape features but not their legal status.
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Extract from the OS Field Book [ESRO] showing the entries
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Extract from the OS Field Book [ESRO] showing the entries
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Extract from the OS Field Book [ESRO] showing the entries
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Tithe Map of Folkington circa 1840 [ESRO TD/E 100 Folkington]
11 = Underwood
12 = Pasture “Gorselands”
The Tithe Map also shows the fields as laid out by Harison and with no evidence of the route
in question through the fields. The dotted line through the shaw was used to access
Gorselands and Nate Wood from the Hide and from Wootton. I do not believe that it was
used as a public highway.
The Tithe Map shows the fields at the Hide reorganised by Harison with the old drove
removed and only traces left in the landscape. This is what the OS have recorded in the 25”
Map and field book. Traces of the old road and farm access tracks. It does not mean that the
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route was used as a highway by the public. Across the whole of the English landscape there
are remains of former land use but it does not mean that their presence confers the legal
status of their original function.
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